
Object Inspector

Objective
Object Inspector is a tool that displays a list of item properties to simplify
examination and modification process. Similar tools are implemented in other
applications, notably GUI design tools (wxFormBuilder, Qt Creator, Delphi).

It provides a significant advantage for working with a number of objects, when
it is desired to change all of them in the same manner (e.g. change the track
width of a long connection).

Implementation

Model

We need a generic properties system. It has to store information about fields (type, set/get methods) 
that can be modified in a class. It needs to take into account the class hierarchy, so properties are 
inherited and for each class only the new fields are defined (or the ones that need to be overridden).

Values might be stored using wxAny or wxVariant classes. List of possible property types:

• boolean (flags)

• string (footprint, symbol, name)

• net

• distance/width/height (integer, internal units)

◦ position, size (2D) – should it be flattened to two fields (X/Y or width/height)?

• angle (deci-degrees)

• layer/layer set

• enums (e.g. pad shape, pad type)

• percentage

• file (3D model)

Some of the fields could share the base type, but they are shown as separate so the Object Inspector 
interface could adjust the way the data is displayed (e.g. show units, resolve enum description/net 
name, show a […] button to pick a file or display a layer set selection dialog).

There are properties that can be modified only if a certain value is selected in another property, e.g. one
can modify a pad corner radius only if the pad is of rounded rectangular shape. To fulfill this 

http://docs.wxwidgets.org/trunk/classwx_variant.html
http://docs.wxwidgets.org/trunk/classwx_any.html


requirement, every property may provide a function to check whether the property should be shown in 
the Object Inspector.

Then it needs to be interfaced with wxPGProperty class, so it can be handled with wxPropertyGrid 
widget.

User interface

WxWidgets library offers a widget called wxPropertyGrid which was created exactly for the described 
purpose. The dialog could be managed by wxAUI to enable flexible window placement.

http://docs.wxwidgets.org/trunk/classwx_p_g_property.html
http://docs.wxwidgets.org/trunk/classwx_property_grid.html
https://wiki.wxwidgets.org/WxAUI
http://docs.wxwidgets.org/trunk/classwx_property_grid.html
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